Test: Chapter Four

Part One Directions: Write the letter of the correct past participle.

1. go
   a. goed
   b. went
   c. gone

2. study
   a. studied
   b. studyed
   c. studyen

3. fall
   a. fell
   b. felled
   c. fallen

4. have
   a. had
   b. haved
   c. haven

5. eat
   a. eated
   b. ate
   c. eaten

Part Two Directions: Find the correct completion for each sentence. Write the letter of the correct completion on the line.

6. _____________ to Paris before in the spring?
   a. Have you been
   b. Has you been
   c. Have you was
   d. Has you was

7. Clara _____________ Mr. Hernandez.
   a. have never meet
   b. have never met
   c. has never meet
   d. has never met
8. Luis __________ his project yet. He will finish it tomorrow.
   a. hasn't finish
   b. hasn't finished
   c. haven't finish
   d. haven't finished

   a. has eaten / ate
   b. has eaten / eaten
   c. have eaten / ate
   d. have eaten / eaten

10. How long ________ Ynhai and Jose ________ friends?
    a. has / be
    b. has / been
    c. have / be
    d. have / been

11. Jean __________ his work two weeks ago.
    a. finish
    b. finished
    c. has finished
    d. have finished

12. Karelys and Jhesandra __________ to Epcot Center many times.
    a. been
    b. were
    c. has been
    d. have been

    a. was
    b. were
    c. has been
    d. have been

14. Yanay and Marcia __________ Shrek 2. They ________ it last week.
    a. has already see / seen
    b. has already seen / seen
    c. have already seen / saw
    d. have already saw / seen
15. Maryse and Rosenie ________ in an airplane many times.
   a. has flew
   b. have flew
   c. has flown
   d. have flown

16. Adjany ________ the teacher's hand on the first day of class this semester.
   a. shaked
   b. shook
   c. shooked
   d. has shaken

17. _____ Mireille ________ to the computer lab yet this semester?
   a. Has / be
   b. Has / been
   c. Have / be
   d. Have / been

   a. be
   b. been
   c. was
   d. were

19. Orlando and Sucely _____ in the classroom at 8:25 a.m.
   a. be
   b. been
   c. was
   d. were

20. Yuliet ________ to Burdines-Macy's twice this week.
   a. has been
   b. have been
   c. was been
   d. were been

21. Jean-Francois and Niosbel _________ their assignment already.
   a. complete
   b. have completed
   c. was completed
   d. were completed
22. Dahiana _______ here for about five minutes.
   a. been
   b. has been
   c. have been
   d. being

23. Magda and Maria _______ in Miami _______ three years.
   a. has lived / since
   b. has lived / for
   c. have lived / since
   d. have lived / for

24. How long _______ Cecilia _______ at Miami Dade College?
   a. has / study
   b. has / studied
   c. have / study
   d. have / studied

25. How long _____ Ms. LaFleur and Ms. Martin _______ in class?
   a. has / been sat
   b. has / been sitting
   c. have / been sat
   d. have / been sitting

26. Myrla _______ Ermirna for three weeks.
   a. know
   b. known
   c. has known
   d. has know

27. Dolores _______ for class to begin. She and Pompilio _______ for ten minutes.
   a. waited / has been waiting
   b. is waiting / has been waiting
   c. waited / have been waiting
   d. is waiting / have been waiting

28. Juliette, Milka, and Desiree _____ outside _____ 9 o’clock.
   a. have talked / for
   b. have talked / since
   c. have been talking / for
   d. have been talking / since
29. Estangle _____ that book many times.
   a. readed
   b. has read
   c. have read
   d. has been reading

30. Victoria _____ for this test since last week. She will get a good grade.
   a. study
   b. studying
   c. has been studying
   d. have been studying

31. Sandra is disappointed. Her report card _____ arrived _____.
   a. hasn't / yet
   b. hasn't / anymore
   c. haven't / yet
   d. haven't / anymore

32. It was 50 degrees yesterday. It is _____ 50 degrees today.
   a. already
   b. still
   c. yet
   d. anymore

33. Alberta used to play the violin, but she doesn't play _____.
   a. already
   b. still
   c. yet
   d. anymore

34. Fitzgerald doesn't have to study for the test. He ________ for it.
   a. Has still study
   b. has already studied
   c. have studied
   d. isn't study

35. Nancy has been "the mami" of the class _____ a long time.
   a. for
   b. since
   c. still
   d. anymore
Part Three Directions: Write in A if the sentence/question is correct. Write in B if the sentence/question is not correct. The statement must be completely correct for you to write A.

36. Alejandro have been at MDC for two years.
38. Silvana has been studying for this test since two weeks.
39. Hasn't Marie Jean visited Bayside yet?
40. Have Beatriz finish her work yet?
41. Yelanys has read *Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone* five times.
42. Ana were at the beach last week.
43. Has Yanelis and Melissa gone to the computer courtyard still?
44. Maritza has eaten pizza three times this week.
45. Greisy have been here since 8 o'clock.
46. Majeur has taken care of his family all of his life.
47. Martha has been waiting for her taxi since fifteen minutes.
48. How long has Elizabeth be working?
49. Ms. Kennedy-Isern has been talking to the students for five minutes.
50. The baby has been laughing since 9 o'clock.
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